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ABSTRACT (BOP) and control room. If so, when considering
initiators which originate inside the reactor vessel itself

Recent progress in IFR safety research suggests potential only low probability stochastic failures remain as potential
for two extensions of passive features to improve the initiators.
robustness of safety response.

Stochastic failures of within vessel structural

integrity have been addressed at the other end of the
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY spectrum of severity, and for initiators which clearly lead

to loss of clad integrity and fuel relocation, the safety
research has tried to establish low energetics and invessel

Recent progress in IFR safety research suggests coolability on the basis of innate passive phenomena --
potential for two extensions of passive features to improve thereby retaining integrity of the vessel and containment
the robustness of safety response. Passive reactivity of radioactivity, having acknowledged clad failure.
shutdown without core damage has previously been Recent work 3 has suggested that the metallic fuel form
developed and demonstrated for Anticipated Transients provides for innate non-energetic termination of the
Without Scram (ATWS) -- (unprotected off-normal initiating phase of postulated severe accidents. The

changes in primary pump speed, inlet temperature, or rod relevant phenomenology is the low melting point of the
position -- taken one at a time i.e., open loop). Since the metallic fuel relative to the stainless steel clad and the
closed loop plant control system can influence primary dispersive force for molten fuel which is provided by the
pump speed, inlet temperature (through secondary sodium .--30 v/o interconnected fission gas fuel porosity
and feedwater pump speeds) and rod position taken two containing fission gas at 100 atmospheres. Upon a
and three at a time, however, it is conceivable that the sharply rising power transient the fuel melts first, inside

control system could fight against passive safety response intact cladding, -- trapping and heating the fission gas;
or that equipment failures or operator errors could this leads to a few centimeters of axial growth of the
introduce reinforcing perturbations which in combination molten fuel that froths into the above core fission gas
are more severe than the one-at-a-time ATWS plena of the pins. This dramatically reduces reactivity to

perturbations. Recent advances I have shown the potential such a degree that the core remains sub-prompt critical.
to repartition the reactivity which is vested in the primary When the cladding subsequently breaches (above but near

pump speed, inlet temperature, and control rods input the core axial centerline) the resulting fission-gas-driven
channels and to use the innate bounds on these inputs dispersion of molten fuel froth (first net centerwards to

(e.g., pump speed innately bounded between zero and the breach, then net outward toward the above and below
cavitation) such that all combinations of the three inputs core exterior) remains sub-prompt critical and leads
taken two and three at a time are passively accommodated eventually to deep subcriticality. TREAT tests have
safely. The repartitioning is done such that the confirmed both the inpin extension and expin dispersion.
operational reactivity requirements (load follow and Extensive calculational evaluations 4 suggest the innate
burnup compensation) can be satisfied as well. The end achievability of sub-prompt critical dispersal leading to
state is critical with power and flow in balance (and negligible energetics for a broad range of conditions. The
generally at low values) and with temperatures at non- next phase of study, which has just started, is directed to
damaging, non-boiling conditions. Additional work 2 has show achievability of invessel retention of the debris
provided the criteria for linear stability of these passive generated in the dispersive non-energetic initiating phase
reactivity shutdown equilibrium states and has shown that by demonstrating invessel coolability and subcriticality.
IFR designs meet the stability criteria. These ongoing Earlier tests both out of pile and in pile on debris
developments, when further refined, hold the potential to morphology 5are encouraging in that the debris appears to
make the reactor passively self protecting with respect to generally have high porosity.
most errors which might occur in the Balance of Plant



II. PROGRESS IN CLOSED LOOP where AT,, is the nominal temperature rise, and the

PASSIVE SAFETY quasistatic change in coolant exit temperature is given by

The theory underlying the open loop passive
safety response of the IFR to Anticipated Transients 6T,,_ = cSTa,+ PF AT° (4)
Without Scram initiators t rests on the observation that the

heat removal conditions presented to the reactor itself by A key point is that each of the input signals W,/iTs, and
the Balance of Plant, and the resulting reactivity which _Sp_tcan vary no more widely than the ranges boututed by
determines reactor power can be related through a innate physicalphenomena:
quasistatic reactivity balance -- and that there are only

three channels through which the BOP and the outside Natural Circulation < W < 115% (cavitation)
world influence the reactor. These channels are the inlet Tf_= < T_ _g T_ = Tin + ATe (5)

temperature, the primary coolant flowrate and the control BOEC=,_ < 8p=,t < BOEC Excess
rods. The time constants of the temperature feedback
processes in the reactor core are all shorter than a minute
or two so that the feedback temperatures are essentially in And so, when ATWS initiators move the channel signals
equilibrium with the instantaneous power, flowrate and to their bounds one at a time (i.e., open loop), Eqs. 2
inlet temperature which are changed only on time scales through 4 can be used to determine the upper bound on
of several to several tens of minutes so as to avoid the core outlet temperature. Knowing that an outlet

damaging thermal stresses in the heat transport loop. A temperature margin of .--31hATe exists to coolant boiling
quasi-static reactivity balance on the reactor gives, relative and that, for long-term exposure, a margin of -- 1_hATo
to some equilibrium zero reactivity reference state: exists to structural damage, it is possible to set down core

design goals sufficient to promote passive self regulation

p = (P - 1)A + (P/W - 1)B + C_ST_,+ tSp=xt (1) in response to (open loop) ATWS initiators.

where, A/B < 1 ,
CAT

1 < o _ 2, (6)
P = normalized power, B

W = normalized coolant flowrate, 6 P_t

_STi, = change in primary system cold IBI ,: 1 ,
leg temperature,

_Sp_t = externally imposed reactivity, and For core designs meeting these conditions, the open loop
A,B,C = integral reactivity feedback asymptotic incremental increase in the outlet temperature

parameters that are measurable at above its normal full-power, full-flow condition never
the full power operating point, exceeds one AT.. Since the end state is time invariant, it

can be thought of as resulting from a passive self

In the quasi-static state achieved after the several minute regulation of power to match the heat sink communicated
time constants of feedbacks have been exceeded, p is by the inlet temperature and coolant flow rate.
essentially zero, and the incremental change in power

(P-l) from its reference can be expressed as a function of IFR designs guided by this approach have been
the three signals W, i_Th,, and _o_,t which are shown to exhibit open loop passive safety response to
communicated inward across the vessel boundary: ATWS initiators in detailed dynamic simulations which

account for dynamic as well as asymptotic relationships,

BIF-Il_ -C(_ST_)-'P_,t internalspatialvariationsoftemperaturesandflows, etc.
(P- 1) = t iF (2) and moreover, such response has been demonstrated onA + B/F the EBR-II reactor.

Quasistatic coolant temperature rise is given by In the closed loop case, the active power plant
controller adjusts the signals entering the vessel through

p all three channels simultaneously and despite potential
ATcoo_ = ._ ATo (3) control system malfunctions and/or potential ill-considered

operator actions the values of the signals are still bounded
by innate physical phenomena as shown in Eq. 5. Thus,



the asymptotic state reacheo in all closed loop unprotected The strategy for partitioning the reactivity vested
step change maneuvers are contained in the union of five in the three channels W, cST_,/ip_xt, must take into account
generic accident classes (channels changing one at a time) the requirements for load change, for startup and for
plus four additional classes (channels changing three at a cycle reactivity losses. Considering the load changes, it
time). These classes are enumerated in Table I. is helpful to view the plant response to a load change as
Equations 2 through 4 still apply and can be used to comprised of the asymptotic response--(discussed above,
predict the resulting asymptotic conditions, i.e., Eqs. 1 through 4) -- plus a superimposed dynamic

response. These two components are controlled by
Now, the basic notion for closed loop passive different mechanisms and, to some extent, the temperature

safety response is easy to understand; the coolant inlet swings for each can be designed for independently. The
temperature and the primary coolant flow rate dynamic component is controlled by plant component time
communication channels by themselves are necessary and constants, and the dynamic order of the active controller
sufficient to communicate the power demand from the which is used to anticipate and smooth the transient
Balance of Plant, and the reactor is de.signed so that in the changes in heat transport loop temperatures. The
open loop it inherently adjusts its power level to match asymptotic response as shown in the Eq. (2), will be set
the heat sink presented. Therefore, use of the control rod by the values of the three communication channel signals
channel to control reactor power in dosed loop control is and by the values of the inherent reactivity feedbacks A,
not only redundant but may be inadvisable because it B, and C which can be "designed in" such that only small
routinely subverts what in the open loop would be passive changes in the average temperature of the reactor are
self regulation of power to match the presented heat sink. required to follow changes in the imposed heat sink load. 7

On the other hand, the passive temperature changes and Here we focus on the asymptotic response, i.e., the load
reactivity changes resulting from pump speed and inlet schedule; the transient component is the focus of ongoing
temperature changes operating on the temperature work.
coefficient of reactivity, while large enough to load
follow 7 may not be large enough to handle the In theproposedscheme, t theflowratesofsteam,
conventional reactivity requirements of startup and burnup primary sodium, and intermediate sodium are controlled
swing as well. using approximately linear functions of BOP power

demand" in a way that will communicate the BOP heat
The strategy under current investigation is to load to the reactor through the inlet coolant temperature

repartition the total excess reactivity which is required for and the primary pump speed -- i.e., the power plant load
meeting all plant control requirements among the three schedule can be expressed in terms of the heat transport
communication channels, while at the same time relying loop flow rates and the hot and cold leg loop
on the self regulating propensity of the reactor to innately temperatures. These flow rates are taken as the
adjust its power to match the heat load communicated independent control variables. Figure 1 displays such a
through the pump speed and the inlet temperature channel load schedule - specifying the heat transport loop hot and
from the BOP. The control rod channel would be cold leg temperatures as a function of percent of full load
stripped of its function to control power level in the -- as controlled by the three flow rates.
operating range, and the primary pump speed and coolant
inlet temperature communication channels would be The other two conventional reactivity control
operated under command of an active plant control system requirements; that associated with going from cold
whose function would be to limit the dynamic temperature standby to the low end of the power range and that which
swings in the heat transport path as the BOP load occurs over the course of a burn cycle, must be build into
changes. Suppose the bounding cases of Table I, subject the BOEC reactivity excess through excess fissile loading
to the innately bounded signals (Eq. 5) lead through and can be compensated during operation through any one
Eqs. 2 through 4 to non-damaging asymptotic or a combination of all three communication channels.
temperatures. Then the reactor power plant's safety could The value of the BOEC reactivity excess and its
be less dependent on correct control action and less partitioning to the three channels is found to play a crucial
vulnerable to automatic control system fault and/or to role in closed loop passive safety. In designs having
operator or maintenance crew errors because the power more than a few tens of cents of BOEC reactivity
would eventually passively adjust itself, within non- excess vested in the control rod channel, the few and

damaging temperature conditions, to match the heat sink inlet temperature coefficients of reactivity, operating on
communicated by the coolant flow rate and inlet the physically allowable ranges of the signals from the

temperature no matter what it is, -- valid or faulted, inlet temperature and primary flow channels are not of



Table I. Unprotected Accident Classes

Physical Mechanism Limiting Signal
Accident Classes Amplitude

open-loop plant 1. reactor flow runup - cavitation of pump coolant
2. reactor flow rundown - establishment of natural circulation

conditions

3. reactor inlet temperature chilling - freezing of intermediate system cold
leg sodium

4. reactor inlet temperature heatup - loss of primary system heat
removal capability

5. external reactivity insertion - BOC excess reactivity

closed-loop plant combined 1, 3 and 5
combined 2, 3 and 5
combined 1, 4 and 5
combined 2, 4 and 5

sufficient magnitude to provide overriding negative together give rise to a second uncertainty which also must
reactivity compensation should the rock_ aecidently run be covered by designing in excess fissile loading -- so as
out. Thus, in order to achieve power plant closed loop to guarantee that the core can remain critical to the end of
passive self regulation, one requires core designs to the burn cycle. BOEC reactivity excess is provided by
exhibit less than a few tens of cents of BOEC reactivity excess fissile loading to cover these two factors. Some

excess vested in the control rods in the operating range - amount of this worth must unavoidably be vested in the
i.e., core designs of high internal conversion ratio control rod communication channel because at cold reload
(nominally zero burnup swing) and of sufficiently small conditions a high core temperature is by definition not
hot to cold reactivity swing, available to compensate it.

In the ideal context, a zero burnup swing core Two conceptual approaches for operating the
would imply a cold BOEC excess just large enough to reactor have been postulated, given that up to several tens
overcome the cold to hot reactivity loss, and an absolute of cents of reactivity excess is required at full power to
zero reactivity vested in control rods once full power is cover uncertainties even for a nominally zero burnup
reached. This, however, neglects the practical presence swing design. In the first approach, the reactivity required
of uncertainties and the need for some further BOEC to rise from cold standby to the low end of the power

reactivity excess to cover these uncertainties. There are range (50 % load) could be vested in one set of rods, for
two components of uncertainty. First, the uncertainty in conceptual purposes called Rod A. Once at partial power,
the calculated temperature defect added to the uncertainty the Rod A drive motor would be locked, and further
in the calculated critical mass (accounting for core outward motion of ROd A would be precluded for the
structural lookup) added to the uncertainty in actual as- remainder of the burn cycle. The reactivity required to
manufactured fissile core loading together give rise to an follow load (between 50% to 100%) would be vested in
uncertainty in the BOEC reactivity excess. This core average temperature through the power coefficient
uncertainty must be compensated for by an excess in and would be controlled via the primary pump flow rate,
fissile loading -- so as to guarantee the ability to take the and coolant inlet temperature _Tmt' operating together
reactor from cold subcritical to the low end of the load through primary, secondary, and feedwater pump speed

range at the completion of refueling even if the controllers under the supervision of the plant control
uncertainties stack up in the negative direction. Second, system. Finally, the reactivity needed for covering the
over the course of a burn cycle, even though it were nonlinear component of reactivity burnup swing and its

designed for a nominally zero burnup swing, the nonlinear uncertainty -- which is less than a few tens of cents --
component of the reactivity loss which is due to the would be vested in Rods B. The positions of Rods B
nonlinear fuel axial growth vs. burnup, added to the would be changed only as frequently as needed to
calculational uncertainty in predicting the burnup swing compen_te for the nonlinear component of fuel axial
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growth reactivity loss and tbr uncertainties in the operating the closed loop control as discussed above, all

nominally zero burnup swing. Reactor flowrate and inlet superpositions of input signals can be asymptotically
temperature operating on the temperature coefficient passively accommodated without coolant boiling. For
would provide compensation in the short term (of the runout limited to Rods B, the peak cladding temperature
order weeks) until they reach the limits of their ranges; remains below 710°C, a temperature that could lead to
then Rods B would be energized only long enough to cladding failure only after many hours. If both Rods A
allow flow and inlet temperature to be returned to their and B runout, then temperatures still remain substantially
original values. Both A and B could always be below the sodium boiling temperature of 950°C, butsome
scrammed, fuel pin breaches would likely occur due to Iongterm

thinning of the clad via slow fuel/clad eutectic formation.
In the second conceptual approach, enough

internal fertile material would be designed into the core These results suggest a potential to design an IFR
loading so as to produce a positive burnup swing equal to power plant for passively protecting against nearly all
the worth of Rods B, and Rods B are eliminated. Then control system failures, operator errors, and exvessel
imagine a "shutdown cartridge" Rod A cocked in a maintenance errors based on a core design with a slight
position above the core which can enter the core under the reactivity gain with burnup to compensate the uncertainty
force of gravity and/or a compressed spring. An in the predicted normally-zero burnup swing, the use of

_: electro-mechanical inward ratcheting mechanism on this safety cartridge rods that once cocked can move only in,
_ cartridge rod allows to insert negative reactivity a small and load follow in the operating range under active

increment at a time to compensate the positive (but slow) control not of control rods by rather of primary and
increase of reactivity with burnup, c A charging device secondary pump speed controllers. Upon BOP load
(physically separate from ROd A) would be used to cock change, the heat transport rate is altered largely by flow
the shutdown cartridge ROd A during startup so as to take rate changes at (nearly constant temperatures) and the
the core from cold shutdown to the lower end of the dynamic temperature swings in the heat transport path
operating range (50 % load). Load follow control in the would be mitigated by the anticipatory adjustments of the
50 to 100% load range would be achieved via the _ST_and pump speeds under command of the active controller.
W channels the same way as in the previous scheme. The reactor core would innately adjust its power level
Under this scheme, positive reactivity could be added via within safe temperature bounds to match the heat sink
the shutdown cartridge Rod A only at startup and only by communicated to it by the primary flow rate and inlet
the separate charging device, and only under strict temperature--even if some combination of faults moved
administrative controls. At all other times and conditions, them to their least favorable bounds. In this conceptual •
ROd A would act as a cocked safety rod with no capacity approach, the conventional reactivity control requirements
to add positive reactivity. Should the reactivity that have been repartitioned so that the pump speed and inlet
slowly builds into the core with burnup exceed that which temperature channels handle the load follow in the 50 %
it is lost through axial fuel growth, every few weeks the to 100% level range, the excess fertile material handles
A rod would be caused to ratchet inward a notch so as to the burnup swing by reversing its sign and the control rod
return the flow and inlet temperature back to their channel is vested only with enough reactivity to rise from
nominal levels. ROd A could always be scrammed, cold standby to 50% power and thereafter it is capable

only of negative reactivity changes.
A closed loop passive safety strategy has been

investigated _ for a 900 MWt IFR reactor power plant. While an acceptable steady-state load schedule
The design, originally optimized for passive safety has been shown to be possible, many issues connected
response with respect to three of the five open-loop with this power plant control scheme have yet to be
accidents shown in Table I, was reoptimized as well with addressed and investigated. Specifically, the anticipatory
respect to the four closed-loop accidents of Table I. In control laws require development, the transient thermal
the reoptimization, the concept of Rods A and B was responses and resulting structural responses of the heat
employed. The asymptotic temperature swings over the transport components during load changes must be shown
40% to 100% partial load schedule are shown in Fig. 1. to be acceptable, and operational considerations must be

addressed by simulation and eventual testing.
The asymptotic responses to the bounding

closed-loop accidents (computed using the quasi-static

I" i i i t, t • i ,, i
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Table II. Asymptotic Temperatures for Unprotected Closed-Loop Accidents
in 900 MWt Plant

Peak Cladding ID Temperature, °C
(nominal)

.....

Case Accident Rods B Runout, 32¢ Rods A and B gunout, 56¢

1 chilled inlet," primary pump
overspeed, b rods runout 680 774

2 chilled inlet, loss of reactor flow, c
rods runout 709 _08

...... , ..... . ,,, ,

3 heating of inlet, d primary pump
overspeed, rods runout 706 804

, ,,

4 heating of inlet, loss of reactor
flow, rods runout 706 804

"Sodium solidus intermediate cold leg
bCavitation at 115 %
CNatural circulation

aLoss of heat sink, zero power quasi-static reactivity balance

III. PROGRESS IN INNATE NON-ENERGETIC The fundamental character of the low-probability
TERMINATION OF THE INITIATING PHASE scenarios is that because of some fault, power and flow
OF. SEVERE ACCIDENTS become out of balance due either to power (reactivity)

increase or to flow decrease, while at the same time a

Even given a passive safety regime, one can second fault causes failure to scram and then, because of
envision extremely low probability but plausible scenarios yet a third fault the passive feedbacks do not operate to I
in which the bases for passive safety response are restore balance in a timely fashion. The fault which i

violated. On the one hand, the functioning of the passive prevents operation of the passive feedbacks might arise
reactivity feedbacks associated with core expansion might from any of three causes:
be subverted by a manufacturing flaw stochastic failure or a. structural failures disable the feedbacks,
an exceptionally strong earthquake leading to loss of b. the reactivity additions or the cooling
structural integrity of the core support. Or a stochastic disruptions occur on a time scale much

failure or strong earthquake could lead to an abrupt shorter than the time scale of the
elimination of the primary coolant pumping head while at passive feedbacks,
the same time also preventing a reactor scram -- causing or (if the closed loop passive safety ideas don't
reactivity changes to occur too rapidly for passive work out)
feedbacks to compensate them. In such accident c. the externally imposed perturbations
scenarios, one or another of the several prerequisites for through the three communication
passive safety response would not hold true and the core channels reinforce each other and acting
could not be guaranteed a priori to self regulate heat together overwhelm the passive
production and removal in balance with the result that feedbacks.
coolant boiling, and/or fuel melting and relocation would
be plausible. The likelihood of damaging scenarios in Regardless of the cause, the end result is a
IFR type reactors designed for passive safety response has reliance on fuel relocation (dispersal) to introduce
been shown 8 to be lower than for current generation negative reactivity sufficient to bring the heat production
reactors. Even so, IFR design goals have included efforts and removal rates back into balance. At that point, the
to "design in" a system response to low-probability first barrier to fission product release (the cladding) is
scenarios which involve loss of cladding integrity by already breached, and the relevant safety issues are (a)
employing natural laws to assure vessel integrity, whether the energy deposition which occurred prior to

fuel dispersal has been small enough and diffuse enough

,!
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that the second barrier's (vessel) integrity can be Of these three, the fuel dominates in amplitude with fuel
maintained, (b) whether a decay heat removal path from compaction able to add several tens of dollars, and fuel
the in vessel debris to an ultimate heat sink c.an be dispersal able to completely terminate the chain reaction
maintained, and (c) whether the debris bed will remain with up to hundreds of dollars of negative reactivity.
stable and subcritical as the decay heat is removed. Because the core must be designed with a negative power

coefficient of reactivity for self regulation, the BOEC
The desired goal is to "design in" passive means reactivity excess built into the fissile loading at cold

to assure nonenergetic termination of the initiating phase standby conditions is unavoidably positive. As will be
followed by invessel retention so that no radioactivity is discussed below, the coolant void coefficient depends on
released beyond the vessel's boundary and a stable, the degree of neutron wastage allowed to occur in the
coolable invessel geometry persists. The rationale is to core design and ranges from -10 to +20 dollars.
employ completely reliable physical laws rather than
engineered systems whose reliability is subject to human Controlling the amount of excess reactivity
actions. Three areas are addressed: potentially available for insertion, controlling the rate at

which it could potentially be inserted and providing for
a. the structural integrity of the vessel and innate processes to counteract these events are the key

core support which give rise to passive design problems in addressing the low probability accident
feedbacks and passive decay heat initiators, and the effects are strongly interacting. Since
removal must be protected, rod runout, coolant voiding or fuel compaction all

b. the potential sources of positive increase reactivity the amplitudes of positive reactivity
reactivity designed into the core vested by design into these three sources; the physical
geometry and composition must limits on the rates of their relocation; and the timing of
individually be small, and fuel mobility and rate of dispersal must all be considered

c. the rates at which these sources of together in designing an inherently safe response.
positive reactivity can be introduced Because the basic neutronics properties in a fast spectrum
must be maintained smaller than the reactor based on the U_/Pu z39cycle dictate the physical
rates at which innate feedbacks impossibility of achieving zero sodium void worth and
(including fuel dispersal) can counteract zero burnup reactivity swing simultaneously, a good deal
them. of effort has recently gone into investigating the tradeoffs

in safety response between cores designed for one vs. the
For the IFR, the first objective is accomplished through other, tl.t2
seismic isolation 9of the reactor so as to isolate the vessel

and its internals from inertial loads, and by providing for Considering first the rates of relocation, the
non-intrusive monitoring techniques I° to facilitate periodic IFR's ambient pressure primary coolant system precludes
checking that the values of the inherent feedbacks have rod ejection driven by high primary coolant pressure and
not been subverted by undetected stochastic structural the ramp rate upon control rod runout is determined
failures. A loss of normal heat sink through the BOP will largely by burnup swing and control rod drive
cause passive self shutdown and subsequent passive decay electromechanical design. Slow but large enough rod
heat removal even if rods fail to scram. Therefore, runout reactivity additions without scram will lead to

seismic rupture of steam lines or other failures of the boiling however, wherein sodium voiding reactivity
BOP heat sink can be accommodated -- so long as the addition reinforces that from rod runout. The achievable
passive feedbacks remain intact as a result of having positive reactivity ramp rate upon sodium boiling depends
protected the core support structures from inertial both on the total reactivity vested in the coolant and on
loadings, the rate at which it can be boiled away. Historically, the

desire to lower the amplitude of the positive coolant void
In addressing the second issue, it is recognized worth in a fast spectrum reactor was driven by a concern

that the three sources of positive reactivity in the core are over extremely high rates of sodium voiding. This
(a) the BOEC reactivity excess built into the core via concern had several origins; first on observations in
fissile loading -- which reactivity is at least partially controlled experiments that high superheat in the liquid
vested in the control rods; (b) the negative reactivity sodium could be attained before any vapor was formed,
which is vested in the presence of the coolant (the positive perhaps as high as 500°F. This would have implied that

reactivity added upon voiding the coolant), and (c) the once vapor began forming, the entire superheated coolant
positive reactivity which would result from compacting inventory in the core could void almost instantaneously
the fuel into a smaller surface to volume configuration.



without further heat addition. A second was the potential implies neutron inefficiency however, and consequently
for vapor explosions wherein extremely high-temperature such a core has a poor internal conversion ratio and a
fuel suddenly breached through cladding and mixed large burnup reactivity swing with the potential for large
intimately with liquid sodium. _3 Finally, any case of ramp rates from rod runout.

rapid voiding could result in high positive reactivity ramp
rates which might act faster than the negative feedbacks That the designer cannot have his cake and eat it
could respond and would take the core into the super too is consistent with the fact that the phenomenon of
prompt critical range, increasing _/with increasing neutron energy gives rise to

both high internal breeding gain and to reactivity increase

However, experimental data on boiling in tube upon hardening of the neutron spectrum so that low
bundles has since shown that the incore sodium boiling sodium void worth e.ad Io'_, burnup reactivity swing are
process in fact does not reach high superheat, but rather fundamentally opposing design goals; the source of

comprises a series of local pressurization and flow positive excess reactivity can be eliminated in one or in
reversals which voids part of an assembly for a short the other but not in both simultaneously) _ The issue
period of time. Detailed analyses have shown substantial becomes one of determining the balance between the
spatial and temporal incoherence in the boiling process, reactivity excess vested in sodium void worth as a safety
with incoherent chugging and a few assemblies "leading" concern vis-a-vis the BOEC reactivity excess control rod
the rest of the core. This behavior reduces the achievable runout potential as a safety concern. The tradeoffs have
reactivity insertion ramp rate -- even for cores with been examined for normal operation and ATWS scenarios
several dollars of positive sodium void reactivity -- to where passive feedbacks maintain reactivity in balance
values less than several tens of dollars per second. Such and core damage is averted in either case. t2 Current work
ramp rates allow time for negative reactivity feedbacks to is directed at triple fault scenarios where coolant boiling
act. In the case of the vapor explosion potential, the and fuel melting do take place and fuel relocation
temperature and energy content reached by the fuel prior ultimately controls reactivity.
to fuel/coolant mixing itself depends on the ramp rate as
well as on the physical properties of clad and fuel and on Two low probability accident scenarios where
the scenario i.e., whether sodium is present or already coolant voiding and fuel melting indeed occur are the
voided upon clad breach. Thus, one cannot a priori rule unlimited unprotected rod bank runout transient
out the potential need to reduce the coolant void worth as overpower and the "abrupt" unprotected loss-of-flow.
the means to limit the ramp rate. The consequences of the transient overpower accident are

better quantified because of the availability _4_7 of

Considering next the amplitudes of excess experimental results from the TREAT tests. Even without
reactivity vested in the three sources, the reactivity worth scram, the withdrawal of a single control rod in a core
from voiding the coolant depends on the core design; an designed for low or moderate burnup swing does not
IFR reactor core can be designed with a net positive cause coolant voiding nor fuel melting, but if multiple
coolant void worth, a net zero worth, or a net negative control rods are withdrawn without scram in a core of
worth. The sodium coolant reactivity effect is comprised low void worth but large burnup swing, the power rises

of spectral, leakage, and capture components and one sufficiently to boil the coolant. Initially, the rod bank
effect can be accentuated over the others by core design withdrawal causes a ramp rate in the range of several
choices. Specifically, a neutronically efficient, low- dollars per second raising the core power and
burnup swing design (efficient conversion of U_ to Pu 239 temperatures. The increasing temperatures generate
internal to the core itself) is dominated by the spectral reactivity feedback in opposition to the power increase,
effect, which results in a positive overall void worth of but the continued addition of reactivity from withdrawing
several dollars. On the other hand, such a design control rods increases reactor power up to the point where
possesses a BOEC reactivity excess near zero -- and very the coolant temperatures at the core exit are approaching
little reactivity vested in the other potential source for coolant boiling. At the same time, the temperatures
rapid reactivity insertion |t (the control rods). Alternately, within the fuel pin are at or above the fuel melting point,

a "pancaked" core, with low height/diameter ratio, is while still below the clad melting temperature, and fission
dominated by the leakage component, and sufficient gas driven cladding strain at the core exit has increased to

pancaking will yield an overall negative void worth if and the point where pin cladding failure is imminent. (The
only if the above-core region is voided along with the clad temperature profile remains skewed toward the core
core. The large neutron leakage of such a core design outlet owing to the continued sodium flow and the

relatively equivalent incremental temperature rises in

I



coolant vis-a-vis in the fuel radial profile at nominal the energy stored in the incremental rise of fuel
conditions). From the TREAT experiments, it is not temperature above that of the coolant is insufficient to boil
possible to say definitely whether the coolant voids just the stagnant coolant).
before pin failure, or vice versa; the events occur almost
simultaneously at a power to flow of about four times The expected scenario for this case, 3 confirmed
nominal. The pin failures always occur at or near the by extensive analyses 4 with the SAS4A code, indicate the

top-of-the-fuei/bottom-of-the-gas-plenum interface, following sequence of events. The abrupt loss of inlet
Following fuel pin failure, the molten fuel/fission gas plenum pressure causes flow stoppage in the core within
froth is ejected from the pin at the breach location - approximately 0.3 sec. The core power does not diminish
driven by the one hundred atmosphere internal pressure of that quickly because of delayed neutron holdback and the
the retained fission gas. The entire molten core of the power to flow mismatch leads to boiling. Coolant voiding
fuel pin (even to the bottom of the pin) froths out of the in the core begins in a few assemblies after about 2 see,
hole at the top -- much like what occurs with a shaken causing flow reversal and subsequently adding reactivity
bottle of champagne. The TREAT experiments at the rate of approximately $10/s. The power rises
demonstrate that the molten fuel froth then travels sharply and causes voiding to occur in other assemblies,
dispersively upwards out of the core region without extending to about one-third of the core driver assemblies
forming blockages in the coolant channel so that coolant and causing the net reactivity to approach within a few
flow will be maintained and remelting and reentry into the cents of prompt-critical before being halted by the
core of the relocated fuel material is not an issue. In prompt-acting negative feedbacks from Doppler and axial
analyses of IFR cores using the SAS4A accident analysis fuel expansion, d At that point, the fuel is molten within
code, Is this behavior is shown to provide a substantial intact cladding and the melted fuel heats the entrapped
negative reactivity feedback, which overwhelms all other fission gas relative to that in the gas plenum -- causing the
reactivity feedback effects and is sufficient to take the fuel to froth axially upward several centimeters within the
core to deep subcriticality and terminate the transient after intact cladding which introduces approximately $1.5-3 of
the failure of a small number of assemblies, negative reactivity feedback within a few tens of

milliseconds. This drives the reactor sub-critical.

For the unlimited rod runout without scram Subsequent voiding then causes the net reactivity to again
scenarios, the accident is inherently terminated prior to increase up to about $0.60. The incoherence in time of
reaching super prompt critical owing to fuel relocation these events between assemblies of different powers
during the initiating phase. Pins fail within some maintains the net reactivity positive but sub prompt
subassemblies but whole core involvement is averted; critical and in the range of $0.30-$0.60 until fuel pin

energy deposition is low, prompt criticality is never cladding failures occur. Just prior to initial cladding
reached; fuel remains molten but unvaporized; and violent failure, approximately two-thirds of the driver assemblies

energetics are averted. The coolant does not void are almost completely voided of coolant. Cladding
significantly in advance of fuel pin failure, if at all, and failures occur just above the midplane, _ with each
in any case, the positive reactivity associated with voiding assembly contributing a short time interval, - 30 ms, of
the coolant is overshadowed by the negative reactivity positive reactivity feedback as the fuel relocates axially
effect of removing fuel from the active core. These within the cladding toward the midplane failure location

results rest on innate physical properties; specifically, the (compactive fuel motion). The fuel then exits the failure
low melting point of the metal fuel (lower than that of the site and disperses axially upward and downward
clad) leads to early fuel dispersal in the liquid phase -- (dispersive motion) causing negative reactivity feedback
driven by the 30vie interstitial fission gas (at roughly 100 in the largely voided coolant channel. The cladding
atmospheres) which is trapped to form bubbles as the fuel failures are separated in time sufficiently that the brief
melts. These inherent processes provide negative compactive fuel motion prior to dispersal is not able to

feedback early enough to preclude prompt criticality and take the reactor near prompt critical. The subsequent ex-
energetics, pin fuel motion is sufficient to drive the reactor deep

subcritical and terminate the transient. A total of no more

Considering next the abrupt loss of flow without than 5 full-power-seconds is generated in the transient
_ram triple fault scenario, an instantaneous inlet plenum prior to inherent termination and peak fuel temperatures
depressurization is assumed -- due to either pump failures remain below 2000" K -- considerably less than the
which prevent a normal (- 10 sec) flow coastdown, or to temperature required to produce significant fuel vapor
structural failures which rupture either the pipes or inlet pressure. Low energetics are experienced because super
plenum. Failure to scram the reactor is assumed as well; prompt criticality is avoided and because fuel vapor is not
(scram would preclude fuel melting and boiling because generated, and vessel integrity is not challenged.



Parameter studies have shown that the achieve- robustness with respect to the range of unknown or
ment of a nonenergetic termination of the instantaneous variable conditions of IFR core designs and operational
loss of flow without scram triple fault accident is sensitive conditions are required, and further refinement in the
to the timing of within-pin relocation of fuel into the knowledge of phenomenology achieved through
fission gas plenum prior to fuel pin failure but is experiments and tests are in progress. But if the results
insensitive to most other modeling options. This axial hold, then the benign response to low probability initiators

relocation phenomena is known to occur -- having been no matter the source of reactivity addition will allow the
observed 14"t7 in TREAT tests on rod runout transient tradeoff on design for low void worth vis-a-vis for low

overpower, but TREAT experimental simulation of the burnup swing to be made in favor of low burnup swing.
voiding sequence have yet to be performed so as to One could then exploit the clos,M loop passive safety
further illuminate the structural conditions under which response as defense against more likely initiators.

axial pressure forces overwhelm the crust at the fuel/gas
plenum interface allowing inpin dispersal to commence.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
ENDNOTES

The results achieved up to now suggest that

regardless of whether the excess reactivity is vested in 'Because the film coefficient of heat transfer in the heat
coolant void worth or in BOEC excess to overcome exchange equipment depends on coolant velocity, and the

burnup swing, the low melting point of the metal fuel steam temperature is meant to stay relatively constant, the
alloy relative to that of the clad and the phenomenology linear relation cannot hold rigorously.
of entrapped-fission-gas-driven early liquid fuel dispersal
in either case do indeed provide for an innate process for bCoolant inlet temperature is in turn "controlled" by

assuring nonenergetic termination of even the most secondary loop flow rate through the secondary pump
unlikely accidental initiators -- leaving an intact vessel to speed.
contain the radioactivity and to provide for passive decay
heat removal, t9 Work to demonstrate that the resulting ci.e., in this scheme the sign of the burnup swing is
metal fuel/sodium debris bed will in fact be coolable via reversed, and instead of pulling Rods B out to

natural convection processes and will remain subcritical is compen_te, poison Rod A must be inserted.

currently in progress but at a stage too early to merit
discussion here. Further investigations to establish
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